Binding of terbium (III) to yeast enolase.
Several independent criteria indicate 2 mol of terbium (III) bind to yeast enolase in the absence of substrate-fluorescence titrations of enzyme and metal, effects on thermal stability and published ultrafiltration and inhibition experiments. These measurements also suggest the terbium binding sites are the same as those normally occupied by "conformational" magnesium. Terbium binds much more strongly than magnesium, however, and measurements of the kinetics of the absorbance change in the terbium-enzyme on adding excess EDTA suggest the terbium-enzyme dissociation constant is about 1/500 that of the magnesium-enzyme. Measurements of enzyme activity as a function of substrate concentration show that terbium permits no enzymatic activity. However, magnesium competes more effectively with the lanthanide if the substrate analogue 3-aminoenolpyruvate 2-phosphate (AEP) is present. The fluorescence of the lanthanide is not readily observed on exciting the terbium-enzyme at 280 nm, indicating the absence of tyrosines or tryptophans in the coordination sphere of the metal. Excitation of terbium using 488 nm radiation from an argon ion laser shows the fluorescence of the metal is enhanced by binding to the enzyme. EDTA and carbonate have similar effects. This suggests carboxyl groups are involved in binding metal at the conformational sites of yeast enolase. Measurements of lifetimes of enzyme-bound terbium in the presence and absence of D2O indicated three moles of water remained on each of the bound metals, independently of the buffer used. If enzyme-bound terbium is assumed to be nine-coordinate, the metal must bind to six groups from the enzyme. The presence of substrate does not markedly affect the emission spectrum of the bound terbium or the number of water molecules remaining on the metal, but calorimetric measurements show that substrate binds to the terbium enzyme.